
STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL
PLANNING APPLICATIONS COMMITTEE

12 November 2020

Application 
No:

SMD/2020/0463

Location Springhill Bungalow, Breach Lane, Upper Tean, ST10 4JL
Proposal Single storey rear extension to form larger kitchen, and the 

rendering of rear elevation.
Applicant Mr M Deaville
Agent Smytheman Architectural Services
Parish/ward Draycott in the Moors Cp/Checkley Date registered: 26/08/2020
If you have a question about this report please contact: Benjamin Hurst tel: 01538 
395400 ex 4127 benjamin.hurst@staffsmoorlands.gov.uk

REFERRAL

The application is before committee because the applicant is a District Councillor. 

1. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATION

APPROVE

 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE AND ITS SURROUNDINGS

2.1 Springhill Bungalow is a red brick property with dormer bedrooms and windows 
within the hipped roof space. It is located on the northern side of Breach Lane in the 
rural area between the larger village settlements of ‘Blythe Bridge and Forsbrook’ to 
the west, and ‘Upper-Tean’ to the east. Its location also coincides with the inside 
edge of the Green Belt which has a southern boundary defined by the line of Breach 
Lane.

2.2   Springhill is one of three properties served by the access track to Spring Hill 
Farm that also provides the public footpath Draycott in the Moors No 29. It is 
surrounded and enclosed by mature hedgerow and shrubbery which, particularly to 
the rear, conceal and make the property quite secluded.  

3. THE APPLICATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSAL

3.1 The proposal is to enlarge the bungalow by making an addition that would be 
4.7m wide and extend from the dwelling’s original rear elevation by 4.2metres. It 
would have a gable and a full pitched roof that would tie into the original hipped roof. 
The addition would have a matching tiled roof but would be clad in timber facing 
panels while full height glazing would fit within the roof apex of the gable. 
Additionally, the proposal is to render the whole of the rear elevation and this would 
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conceal an existing mismatch in some of the brickwork where the property has been 
previously extended.   

3.2 In some circumstances, subject to criteria and condition, detached dwellings can 
be enlarged with additions that extend from their original rear elevation by no more 
than 4metres under the provisions of the General Permitted Development Order. 
However, in this case the development would not be permitted by the order because 
it would be greater than 4m in height, extend marginally further than 4m, and be 
constructed using finishing materials that don’t match those of the existing dwelling. 
The render treatment of the rear elevation would also not be permitted because it 
would be an alteration to the dwelling that would not use facing materials that match 
those of the existing dwelling. 

3.3 Details of the application scheme can be viewed at: 

http://publicaccess.staffsmoorlands.gov.uk/portal/servlets/ApplicationSearchServlet?
PKID=128617

4. RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY

98/00303/OLD Loft space conversion to form bedrooms with installation of dormer 
windows and porch. Approved.
02/00223/FUL Double garage. Approved.
02/01218/FUL Side Conservatory. Approved. 
04/01397/FUL Side extension with first floor space. Approved.

5. PLANNING POLICIES RELEVANT TO THE DECISION

5.1 The Development Plan comprises of:
 The Local Plan Development Document (adopted Sep 2020)

Adopted Staffordshire Moorlands Local Plan - Sep 2020

5.2 The following Local Plan policies are relevant to the application:-

 SS1 Development Principles
 SS10 Other Rural Area Strategy
 DC1 Design Considerations to protect residential amenity
 DC3 Landscape Character

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) revised.

5.10 The following sections of the NPPF are particularly relevant to this application:

2: Achieving sustainable development
13: Protecting Green Belt land

http://publicaccess.staffsmoorlands.gov.uk/portal/servlets/ApplicationSearchServlet?PKID=128617
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6. CONSULTATIONS

Public response to consultation

6.1 None 

Draycott Parish Council

6.3 Draycott Parish Council do not object to the proposal.  

SCC Rights of Way Authority

6.4 No Objection. The development would not affect a public right of way. 

7. OFFICER COMMENT AND PLANNING BALANCE

7.1  The main issues relate to considerations of Green Belt impact and the extent 
to which the development might be harmful to the character and appearance of the 
area. If the development would be harmful in any of these regards it is necessary to 
consider whether there are other factors that outweigh that harm. 

Impact on the Green Belt 

7.2  The site is in the Green Belt where development is inappropriate and, by 
definition, harmful unless it is provided for by one of the exceptions that appear in the 
closed lists at paragraph 145 and 146 of the NPPF, in respect of the Green Belt 
‘other rural policy’ SS10 of the Local Plan reflects and defers to the national policy 
approach, but generally would make provision for well designed development that 
meets a householder’s needs without adversely impacting character and appearance 
or amenity.

7.3 One of those exceptions that might be appropriate to the proposed development 
is at para. 145 point (c) which provides for the extension of a building that does not 
result in disproportionate additions over and above the size of the original. The 
original building has in this case already been extended and made larger with 
additions on three previous occasions -   in 1998 dormer windows were added to a 
roof conversion; in 2002 a conservatory was added to the side elevation; and then in 
2004 the overall width and form of the bungalow was increased with an extension to 
the side elevation that tied into and increased the habitable area of the hipped roof 
space. The side extension itself added at least 50% to the volume and footprint of 
the original dwelling and the front porch, side conservatory, and dormer roof 
additions all take the overall size increase yet further. The proposed extension would 
make a sizeable addition, around another 20 sq. metres of floor area, to a dwelling 
that has already been significantly extended. Against the form and size of the 
existing enlarged bungalow, it would result in yet more disproportionate addition over 
and above the size of the original building, and the proposal would not therefore be 
provided for by the exception at para. 145(c) or any of the other exceptions. 



7.4 The development, therefore, would be inappropriate and harmful to the Green 
Belt. Any harm to the Green Belt must be attributed substantial weight in the balance 
of considerations. However, in this case the provisions of the General Permitted 
Development Order (GPDO) would otherwise permit alternatively designed 
enlargements of equal, if not greater, size to be made at the rear, and this is an 
obvious and significant factor that should weigh in favour of the proposal.  As a 
particular example, the GPDO would permit a much wider addition with a vast flat 
roof that would extend from the rear elevation by 8 metres, if the applicant were to 
submit a ‘larger homes’ prior notification.   Such an extension would make the 
dwelling so much larger than what is proposed here, but unlike the proposal would 
not have a form and design that would relate as well to the existing dwelling. The 
proposed development, therefore, would have less impact on the Green Belt and 
would be ultimately better than he what might otherwise carry out as permitted 
development. This must be a matter that ultimately outweighs the harm to the Green 
Belt by reason of inappropriateness. 

Design and Impact on the character and appearance of the area

7.5 The front elevation of this property, from certain aspects, is quite apparent where 
it presents to Breach Lane and its gated driveway. However, the more exposed front 
and side elevations would remain unaltered and they would retain a more traditional 
red brick character and appearance. It is only to the rear of the dwelling where the 
proposal would take a bolder design approach and make a more adventurous use of 
facing materials. The use of render and timber is not common to a Moorland’s 
vernacular and not compliant with the Councils adopted Design Guide. However, the 
rear of the property really is quite concealed by virtue of the hedges and shrubbery 
that provide enclosure and the adjacent public footpath is at a much lower level 
below a retaining wall and only glimpsed views would be possible. In these regards 
the applicant’s design choices for his proposal would have no wider impacts and 
would not significantly adversely affect the character and appearance of the area or 
local distinctiveness, and ultimately there would be no discernible conflict with policy 
DC1 or DC3 of the Local Plan.   On balance, therefore the choice of materials is 
found to be acceptable. However, should Members disagree an alternative material 
could be secured by condition. 

Impact on Residential Amenity  

7.6 The proposed extension would be remote from the adjacent or nearest 
neighbours, secluded within its own grounds. From the surrounding properties    the 
extension would be barely visible, there would be conflict with policy DC1 of the Core 
Strategy and emerging Local Plan in these regards.

Planning Balance & Conclusions

7.7 There would be harm to the Green Belt by reason of inappropriateness. 
However, over all it would be less harmful than what might otherwise be permitted by 
the GPDO and this does amount to a very special circumstance that would clearly 
outweigh that harm. There would be no harm to the character and appearance of the 
area of the amenity of the nearest neighbours would not be adversely affected.  



8. RECOMMENDATION

A. That planning permission be APPROVED for the extension and rendering 
subject to the following conditions:

1. The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of 
three years from the date of this permission.

Reason:- To comply with Section 91(1) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 
(As Amended)

2. The development permitted and described above shall only be carried out in 
accordance with the approved plans identified and numbered as  ‘Location and Block 
Plan’ MDKE-SA-XX-XX-DR-A-0101  ‘P.1’; ‘Proposed Floor Plans’ MDKE-SA-XX-ZZ-DR-A-0202 
‘P.1’; and   ‘Proposed Elevations’ MDKE-SA-XX-XX-DR-0402 ‘P.1’ that were submitted with 
the application. 

Reason:- For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning, in 
accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework.

3. The development shall be constrcuted and finished using the external facing 
materials that are specified on the approved ‘Proposed Elevations’ drawing numbered 
MDKE-SA-XX-XX-DR-0402 ‘P.1’. The rendering of brickwork shall be limited to the 
rear north facing elevation only and shall not be applied to any of the 
dwelling’s other elevations. 

Reason:- To protect and enhance the appearance of the building and the area.

4. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General 
Permitted Development) Order 2015 (or any order revoking and re-enacting that order 
with or without modification), no development as specified in Part 1 Class(es) A, AA, 
B,C,D or E or Part 20 other than those expressly authorised by this permission, shall 
be carried out without express planning permission first being obtained from the 
Local Planning Authority.

Reason:- To enable the Local Planning Authority to control the development and so 
safeguard the character and visual amenities of the area and the Green Belt and to 
avoid conflict with the purposes of the Green Belt. 

B. In the event of any changes being needed to the wording of the Committee’s 
decision (such as to delete, vary or add conditions/informatives/planning 
obligations or reasons for approval/refusal) prior to the decision being issued, 
the Head of Development Services has delegated authority to do so in 
consultation with the Chairman of the Planning Applications Committee, 
provided that the changes do not exceed the substantive nature of the 
Committee’s decision.



Informative

1. The application is for a sustainable form of development which complies 
with the development plan and the provisions of the National Planning Policy 
Framework. In the spirit of paragraph 38 of the NPPF amendments were 
secured to reduce the impact of the scheme.




